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3 Key Features of City Layouts:

1. Walls
2. Gates
3. Streets + Roads

Walls:

Pompeii:
- surrounded by defensive walls, later partly demolished following safety of Roman annexation

Herculaneum:
- one major seawall with boat chamber beneath - offered protection from swells of nearby

coastline

Gates:

Pompeii:
- mostly positioned at end of main roads
- seven in total
- largest was the Herculaneum Gate = facing the other city

Streets and Roads:

Roman paving technique in both cities:
- basalt roads, raised footpaths
- tufa kerbs
- stepping stones to avoid sewage in streets (no system)

- stepping stones had gaps for cart traffic
- Herculaneum did not have stepping stones; better drainage

and less traffic

Note:

- VIA = highway from city gate (main road)
- DECUMANI = road running east to west
- CARDINES = road running north to south
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- shops and apartments within the estate
- inscription found on the house advertised its services, which Felix rented

out to the public for profit
- frescoes around the estate depict everyday life of Pompeians
- one depicts a women reading and writing - linked to Felix’s literacy, rare for

women in this time - thus her high status

- house has significant peristyle and statues, as well as linked water channels,
symbolising a branch of the Nile

- small shrine to Isis present
- these two factors lead many to believes she was a priestess of the Isis Cult

Villa of the Papyri: HERCULANEUM
- one of the grandest villas discovered yet
- atrium-peristyle type, but much more opulent
- takes name from library found there - 1800 carbonised scrolls discovered in

this villa
- water features, pools, terraces all amongst villa
- main peristyle was the size of a small Roman town forum
- artworks and busts also indicate the wealth of the owner (i.e. ‘The Resting

Hermes’ sculpture)

LEISURE ACTIVITIES:

primary activities:
- public spectacles (gladiatorial games, theatre etc)
- prostitution
- gambling
- drinking
- visiting the baths
- sports
- music
- painting

THEATRE:
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contributions and responsibilities

International Teams:

Working on issues of conservation + construction at the sites

Name of International

Team

Evaluation of Work

Describe the work of team & What contributions did they make to the site(s)?

POMPEII

1. POMPEII: The

Great Pompeii

Project

Textbook pp.61 - 2

http://pompeiisites.org/e

n/the-great-pompeii-pro

ject

The Pompeii

Antiquarium museum

reopens to public 36 year

a�er the Irpinia

earthquake

- An initiative of the Italian government

- Aimed to enhance the effectiveness of the actions taken to

better conserve, maintain, and restore Pompeii

- Aims at the requalification of the archaeological site of Pompeii

by December 2015

- The main areas of intervention include:

- consolidation and restoration

- protecting buildings from weather exposure, with a

consequent increase in the number of areas that can be

visited;

- strengthening of the video-surveillance system.

- The project is supported by a suitable plan for scientific study,

aimed at expansion of scientific knowledge and providing the

direction of the operational choices.

2. POMPEII: Pompeii

Forum Project

- Began in 1988

- An analysis of architecture

- A bold challenge to traditional research methods and to widely

published ideas and accepted beliefs of the Pompeian forum.

- Existing architectural plans of the forum are inaccurate and

incomplete

- Not fully documented by elevated drawings, black and
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Negatives Prevention

numbers mean amenities, food/drinks, toilets etc need
construction

cut down how much of the site is open at a time - limit
the exposure

wear and tear by crowd walking through
degradation of floors, walls etc

maintenance performed on closed areas

flash photography degrades artefacts, especially
frescoes

2006, 16 areas open as opposed to 60 in 1965

the� and vandalism has occurred

garbage le� at site greatly increases

tourists feed feral dogs and their numbers have
become concerning

Solutions:

PREVIOUS superintendent - Pietro Guzzo:
- guards
- CCTV systems
- international legislation over the� and trafficking
- significant houses fitted with alarms

OSANNA:
- Vesuvian cities are all operated by Superintendent and the Italian Ministry of Culture and Environment

- sole manager for cohesive approach
- current superintendent = MOSSIMO OSANNA (2016-2021)
- works closely with international teams (i.e. The Great Pompeii Project)
- ensures transparency - and thus accountability - all major finds are shared with the public

As of February 2021, the Superintendent of the Vesuvian sites is GABRIEL ZUCHTRIEGEL

- key terms

Campania Felix ‘blessed, fortunate’ Campania

phosphorus and
potash

volcanic substances that enhance soil fertility

caldera massive crater where a volcano fell in on itself a�er a large volcanic eruption

tufa volcanic rock
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